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ACOPOS 6D 24 degrees of freedom on a single PLC

E-mobility Is battery production ready for exponential growth?
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Wintersteiger offers its customers up to eight machine modules that can be put together as needed to create custom ski service stations.

fessional racing teams. "We‘re proud of what we‘ve 
achieved so far, but won‘t stop there," says Aigner. "The 
market demands machines that are even easier to oper-
ate, and which push speed and precision even further. 
Based on these requirements, we developed our newest 
generation of automated service stations – the Jupiter."

Camera detects ski
A key feature of the new machine is the ability to recog-
nize the ski and automatically load the appropriate pa-
rameters. "This is done by scanning a barcode that has 
been attached by the rental shop or sporting goods store," 

Safe and fun
"It‘s easy to see how important perfectly serviced skis are 
for a professional athlete," says Johann Aigner, product 
manager for ski service machines at Wintersteiger. "But 
what many people underestimate is how much safer and 
more enjoyable the experience can be for amateurs as 
well when their skis are optimally tuned to their skill level 
and the conditions on the mountain."

Wintersteiger‘s automated ski service machines have 
earned an excellent reputation worldwide and are used in 
sporting goods stores and rental shops as well as by pro-

"Our system opens up far more possibilities than a conventional 
flash controller," says Andreas Waldl, product manager for 
integrated vision at B&R. 

It‘s an easy enough problem to solve, however: Our 
lights flash with a precision and a minimal pulse dura-
tion of one microsecond. One of our customers takes 
advantage of that to get sharp images of products 
moving at a speed of 50 meters per second.

When would it make sense to combine B&R lights and 
third-party cameras?
Waldl: System integrators often have to balance a 
complex set of requirements. Yet, even if they need to 
use a specific camera system for a certain task, they‘re 
still able use our lighting system. They can simply use 
one of our standard interface modules to connect one 
or more B&R lights to their machine network.

Doesn‘t that work with other external flash controllers?
Waldl: Our system can do a whole lot more than a con-
ventional flash controller, which can only use hard-
wired external trigger sources and control a limited 
number of lights. With B&R, the bandwidth ranges from 
a single light to a combination of any number of lights, 
triggered by freely selectable variables and signals. 

The user can take hardware and software from B&R‘s 
standard portfolio and put together a completely flexi-
ble control solution with its own web-based user inter-
face. This solution can then be addressed via any com-
munication protocol – including, of course, OPC UA. 
And the B&R system is already prepared to support the 
TSN Ethernet extension.

So: cameras, lights and the corresponding software – 
is the B&R vision portfolio complete?
Waldl: We‘ve got a great starting lineup on the field 
that‘s able to provide excellent solutions for a whole 
lot of applications. But, we have a lot more up our 
sleeve. We‘re already working on a number of solutions 
and products that will be joining the portfolio over the 
next few years. I can‘t reveal any details yet, but I can 
tell you this much: We‘ve begun a very exciting journey 
and there‘s no end in sight.

LinkedIn profile:
Andreas Waldl

Stay up to date on B&R’s 
latest activities in the 
field of machine vision.

Follow our vision expert 
on LinkedIn.
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Stay engaged
Learn how B&R customers 
are solving today‘s biggest 
challenges in automation.

Stay entertained
Experience the latest B&R 
solutions in action with ex-
tended video content.

Stay connected
Follow our experts on 
LinkedIn.

New!



Expectation versus reality

Once again, flexibility seems destined to become the 
word of the year. In times of constant change, we must 
adapt to keep up.

Over the past two years, the pandemic has brought 
many unexpected new challenges. We‘ve learned 
and relearned rules and restrictions that have forced 
us to adapt privately, socially and in the workplace. 

And now, there‘s the component shortage on top of that. Product rede-
signs, elaborate allocation procedures and new planning tools have been 
implemented to provide relief until the supply of raw materials recovers. In 
short, the key word remains flexibility.

Flexibility is essential for our products as well. That is why we‘ve created a 
lighting solution for our vision system that is more adaptable and precise than 
any other like it. In our cover story, B&R‘s machine vision expert, Andreas 
Waldl, explains why in-house development was the only way to go for this 
solution and why integration matters.

In our success stories, you‘ll read how B&R products deliver reliable performance 
in all types of situations – even 2,500 meters below the surface of the ocean. 
Reliable performance is key for electric vehicle batteries, too. Electromobility 
expert Ronny Guber explains the challenges and opportunities facing the auto-
motive industry and how battery factories can adapt to master them.

Happy reading,

Carola Schwankner
Corporate Editor, B&R
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B&R technology in action

A winning edge
Many factors influence how skis need to be prepared 
for the slopes. To create machines able to tune skis for 
any conditions, Wintersteiger implemented a highly 
flexible automation solution from B&R.

Good automation runs deep
Bauer automated a research drill rig for exploring the 
seabed using B&R components that work reliably at 
depths of 2,500 meters.

Well centered
If a plow‘s center of pull is not adjusted properly, the 
tractor will pull in one direction and lose forward power. 
A group of Austrian students have used B&R technology 
to create a unique electronic control solution.

Retrofit for the future
How can mixing and dosing become more modular, 
connected and easier to operate? Reinhardt-Technik 
found the answer in a solution from B&R.

Interview: "Massively reduce the footprint"
The Smart Factory testbed at the Graz University of Tech-
nology is all about agile and secure manufacturing. Proj-
ect manager Rudolf Pichler explains how his educational 
factory can benefit companies as well as students.

Eye-catching accuracy
Technoshell solved the challenges of hot foil stamp-
ing using a vision solution fully integrated with the 
machine‘s PLC and HMI systems.

  
Developed for you

ACOPOS 6D: 24 degrees of freedom on a single PLC
Microsecond synchronization between robots and 
other machine axes: what‘s impossible for others is 
routine for B&R. Check out our video to see what hap-
pens when we take it two steps further.
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Ideas & Insights

Interview: "More flexible than any other lighting"
Andreas Waldl explains why B&R chose to implement 
its own machine vision lighting system when, at first 
glance, there would seem to be plenty of other op-
tions on the market.

Experts explain: The roots of the component shortage
The world is currently experiencing an unprecedented 
crisis in the semiconductor market. The causes are 
complex. Together with supply chain expert Gerald 
Haas, we‘ve compiled an overview of some of the most 
important aspects.

Interview: "Like a battery production superhighway"
The future of the automotive industry is all about 
electromobility. Ronny Guber explains the role batter-
ies will play in that future, and how automation can 
help car manufacturers and their suppliers master the 
challenges that come with it.

Experts explain: Easy ACOPOStrak assembly
Our tutorial videos explain how to set up an ACOPOStrak 
system step by step – from assembling and aligning 
the individual track segments to commissioning and 
maintenance of the finished track.

Experts explain: Three closing questions
Deep learning is set to change the world of machine 
vision. We asked vision expert Andreas Waldl just how 
fundamental those changes will be.
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"More flexible  
than any other lighting"

Interview

When it comes to lighting options, the machine vision market is already 
spoiled for choice. Nevertheless, automation specialist B&R chose to 
launch its own portfolio of integrated lighting. B&R‘s machine vision expert, 
Andreas Waldl, explains why this was the only right choice – and sheds 
light on the topic of integration.

Ideas & Insights4
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"More flexible  
than any other lighting"

Let‘s be honest: Is it really necessary 
for an automation supplier to have its 
own lighting system?
Andreas Waldl: If you‘d asked me 
that ten years ago, I‘m sure I would 
have said no. But, after a decade of 
working with machine vision, I‘ve 
come to a very different conclusion: 
Many of the tasks we want modern 
machines to perform can only be 
done when the vision system and 
the rest of the machine automation 
come from a single source.

That explains why B&R developed 
its own cameras, but what about 
the lighting?
Waldl: When it comes to the quality of 
the captured images, the lighting is 
actually even more important than 
the camera. Ultimately, the success 
or failure of a given machine vision 
application comes down to the tim-
ing, intensity and homogeneity of the 
flash. That‘s why we need an inte-
grated lighting system.

What do you mean by ‘integrated’ in 
this context?
Waldl: Let‘s look at a conventional light. 
In most cases, there is only one way to 
control it: with a digital trigger input. 
Some lights also have a potentiometer 
to manually adjust the intensity. Sure, 
there are applications where that‘s 
enough. But when things are moving 
faster and the products being manufac-
tured change more frequently...

… you need integrated lighting.
Waldl: Exactly. Because an integrated 
light gets more information from the 
control system. First of all, you get 
extremely precise flash timing – with 
our system under a millisecond. But 
also information like what color and 
intensity should be used to capture 
the respective product. If you needed, 
our lights could use different parame-
ters for every single image – without 
slowing down production at all. I know 
of no other lighting system on the mar-
ket with such flexibility and precision.

11.21 Ideas & Insights 5



If B&R‘s lights offer so many possibilities, does that mean 
they are complicated to use?
Waldl: No, and that‘s another benefit of the tight inte-
gration. Since all the variables from the control system 
are also available for vision functions, we‘re able to 
offer our customers a whole array of functions they 
can use right in their familiar engineering environment. 
All they have to do is pick the components they need 
and then configure them.

So, the advantages are only available with a B&R camera?
Waldl: Not entirely. It is true that our cameras, lights and 
machine controllers complement each other perfectly. 
But: many of the advantages are just as applicable with 
third-party cameras. Our lighting system can even make 
up for some of the weaknesses of other camera systems. 
Because of the sensors they use, most cameras have so 
much jitter that it‘s impossible to synchronize them 
properly with the movement of the machine‘s axes.

Ideas & Insights6



"Our system opens up far more possibilities than a conventional 
flash controller," says Andreas Waldl, product manager for 
integrated vision at B&R. 

It‘s an easy enough problem to solve, however: Our 
lights flash with a precision and a minimal pulse dura-
tion of one microsecond. One of our customers takes 
advantage of that to get sharp images of products 
moving at a speed of 50 meters per second.

When would it make sense to combine B&R lights and 
third-party cameras?
Waldl: System integrators often have to balance a 
complex set of requirements. Yet, even if they need to 
use a specific camera system for a certain task, they‘re 
still able to use our lighting system. They can simply 
use one of our standard interface modules to connect 
one or more B&R lights to their machine network.

Doesn‘t that work with other external flash controllers?
Waldl: Our system can do a whole lot more than a con-
ventional flash controller, which can only use hard-
wired external trigger sources and control a limited 
number of lights. With B&R, the bandwidth ranges from 
a single light to a combination of any number of lights, 
triggered by freely selectable variables and signals. 

The user can take hardware and software from B&R‘s 
standard portfolio and put together a completely flexi-
ble control solution with its own web-based user inter-
face. This solution can then be addressed via any com-
munication protocol – including, of course, OPC UA. 
And the B&R system is already prepared to support the 
TSN Ethernet extension.

So: cameras, lights and the corresponding software – 
is the B&R vision portfolio complete?
Waldl: We‘ve got a great starting lineup on the field 
that‘s able to provide excellent solutions for a whole 
lot of applications. But, we have a lot more up our 
sleeve. We‘re already working on a number of solutions 
and products that will be joining the portfolio over the 
next few years. I can‘t reveal any details yet, but I can 
tell you this much: We‘ve begun a very exciting journey 
and there‘s no end in sight.

LinkedIn profile:
Andreas Waldl

Stay up to date on B&R’s 
latest activities in the 
field of machine vision.

Follow our vision expert 
on LinkedIn.
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24 degrees of freedom 
on a single PLC

ACOPOS 6D

This way to the video

Developed for you8



24 degrees of freedom 
on a single PLC

Synchronization between robots and other machine axes is a challenge for conven-
tional automation. Not only does B&R manage to do it with microsecond accuracy, 
they‘ve now gone a full two steps further: B&R‘s integrated system allows two 
six-axis robots and two ACOPOS 6D systems to be synchronized with millimeter 
precision – an incredible 24 degrees of freedom in total – all on a single PLC.
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A winning edge
Automated ski service stations

Ski type, skill level and slope conditions are just three of many factors that 
play an important role in the ski tuning universe. To make sure its new 
generation of automated ski service machines is able to handle any ski 
preparation task that might be required, Wintersteiger implemented a 
highly flexible automation solution from B&R.

B&R technology in action10
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Wintersteiger customers can configure custom ski service stations consisting of two to eight machine modules.
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"but what many under- estimate is how much safer and 
more enjoyable the experience can be for amateurs as 
well when their skis are optimally tuned to their skill lev-
el and the conditions on the mountain."

Wintersteiger‘s automated ski service machines have 
earned an excellent reputation worldwide and are used in 
sporting goods stores and rental shops as well as by pro-
fessional racing teams. "We‘re proud of what we‘ve 
achieved so far, but won‘t stop there," says Aigner. "The 
market demands machines that are even easier to oper-
ate, and which push speed and precision even further. 
Based on these requirements, we developed our newest 
generation of automated service stations – the Jupiter."

With the last gate in sight, the skier drops her knees 
low to the ground and leans her full momentum into the 
turn. Her skis roll onto their razor-sharp edges and 
slice into the steep and icy World Cup slope. As if on 
rails, she carves a tight arc around the gate before 
straightening out and setting her sights on the finish. 
Once again lying flat, the skis glide nearly friction-free 
as she pulls into a tuck and accelerates across the 
line.

Safe and fun
"It‘s easy to see how important perfectly serviced skis 
are for a pro athlete," says Johann Aigner, product 
manager for ski service machines at Wintersteiger, 

B&R technology in action12



This way 
to the video
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Camera detects ski
A key feature of the new machine is the ability to recognize 
the ski and automatically load the appropriate parameters. 
"This is done by scanning a barcode that has been attached 
by the rental shop or sporting goods store," explains Gerald 
Höckner, system developer at Wintersteiger. The machine 
then loads the parameters it needs directly from the ski 
rental software.

For barcode detection, the development team installed a 
movable sled on the machine, on which it mounted a cam-
era that takes pictures of the ski. Initial attempts failed to 
deliver satisfactory results, however. "The cameras we 
tested were difficult to implement, since they had their 

own separate development environments. Another issue 
was that we weren‘t able to move the sled very quickly," 
explains Höckner.

Dirt is not an obstacle
The development team decided to test B&R‘s new Smart 
Sensor. "It was very straightforward," says Höckner, recalling 
the first live test. The B&R technician delivered the camera 
and connected it directly to the machine control network. 
"Within minutes, we were taking the first test photos. We 
were able to adjust the settings in B&R‘s Automation Studio, 
so we didn‘t need to deal with any additional tools."
"At first, we weren‘t sure if the barcode would be detected 
reliably," says Höckner. "When a ski comes straight off the 

11.21 B&R technology in action 13



slopes, it can be wet or dirty, so that‘s obviously a bit of a 
challenge." After a few software adjustments and the ad-
dition of a polarizing filter, however, the B&R vision system 
proved to be extremely reliable even under difficult cir-
cumstances.

Faster image acquisition
Since the motion control axes and camera are part of the 
same system, they can be synchronized with microsecond 
accuracy. That made it possible to move the sled with the 
camera much faster than expected and thus increase 
throughput.
Whether parameters are read from a barcode or entered 
manually by the operator, the Jupiter offers an almost un-

limited number of processing options. Each machine con-
sists of two to eight modules which can be combined as 
needed.

World-leading ski service technology
Wintersteiger offers modules for edge grinding, base 
grinding, waxing and much more. Most of the modules 
have received thorough upgrades compared to the prede-
cessor machine. "We now offer an edge grinding module 
with V-Edge technology – a solution that is unique in the 
world," explains Aigner. The edges are ground at variable 
angles along the length of the ski to maximize both edge 
grip and easy control. "To put it simply: V-Edge delivers the 
ultimate skiing experience."

B&R technology in action14



Modular software
The machine‘s customizability was a major challenge for 
the software developers. "We couldn‘t possibly write sep-
arate software for every potential variant of the machine," 
says Höckner. Instead, they took a modular approach. 

"That works really well with the B&R system: The first time 
we start up a newly assembled machine, the software au-
tomatically detects which modules have been used." That 
way, the end user will only be able to select programs and 
processing steps that the machine is actually capable of 
performing.
"User experience is always a top priority for us," says 
Aigner. "And in the case of an automated ski grinder, that 

can be a bit tricky." At a sporting goods store, a Jupiter 
machine may be operated by a new employee with no 
prior knowledge. A national ski team, on the other hand, 
might have someone standing at the same machine with 
decades of experience trying to tease out the last ounce 
of performance in world cup races decided by fractions 
of a second.

Once again, a modular approach was Wintersteiger‘s 
answer. Easy mode allows the operator to choose be-
tween preset programs. Another option allows custom 
programs to be assembled from ready-made blocks. And 
for the absolute pros, it‘s possible to fine-tune every 
single parameter.
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Johann Aigner (left) and Gerald Höckner are proud of the high flexibility the Jupiter offers. The Jupiter’s modular, intuitive interface is based on B&R‘s mapp View software. 

Live preview on the screen
The HMI application is based on B&R‘s mapp View software. 
"We put a lot of effort into perfecting the user interface," 
says Höckner. The software even generates a live preview of 
the base preparation results based on the current parame-
ter settings, so the operator sees in advance what the 
structural pattern will look like on the ski.

When it became clear that the HMI application was growing 
too large for the originally planned PLC, the developers 
switched to an industrial PC. For the HMI application itself, 
the change had no impact at all. Thanks to the seamless 
scalability of the B&R system, the previously written soft-
ware runs completely unaltered on the new hardware.

Up to 70 axes
As many as seventy motion control axes, a machine vi-
sion camera, numerous I/O modules, a safety control-
ler and a large operator panel are all connected to the 
industrial PC via the machine network. Wintersteiger 
has also connected an IoT gateway to the PC via OPC UA 
in order to offer its customers more advanced after 
sales service.

"We‘ve had very enthusiastic responses to the Jupiter," 
says Aigner. "Thanks to B&R‘s modular automation sys-
tem, we have managed to develop a machine that cov-
ers all needs – from quick service at a rental shop to 
high-end tuning for the racing sector."
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The Jupiter’s modular, intuitive interface is based on B&R‘s mapp View software. Implementing the B&R vision sensor was easy and straightforward.

"The B&R vision sensor helped us 
achieve optimum throughput."

Johann Aigner
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Head of Product Management - Rent & Service Division SPORTS at Wintersteiger
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The roots of the 
component crisis

Experts explain

The world is currently experiencing a crisis in the semiconductor market of 
unprecedented proportion. Automotive manufacturers are closing down 
entire production lines, and many people with electronic gadgets on their 
Christmas lists may be in for disappointment. The causes of the crisis are 
complex. On the following pages, we‘ll take a look at some of the most 
important aspects.

Ideas & Insights18
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Our special
Supply chain expert Gerald Haas explains 
what lessons from the past can be 
applied to the current crisis.

. To the interview
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A variety of raw materials go into the production 
of semiconductor chips. The most important is 
silicon, but manganese, copper and plastic also 
play important roles in the process.

First, raw silicon is melted down and grown into 
large crystals. This is an extremely complex process 
that can only succeed under special cleanroom 
conditions. Then these large cylinders of silicon 
crystal are cut into thin slices, called wafers.

The wafers go through many complex physical and 
chemical processes in cleanrooms, during which the 
desired circuits are applied. This production step 
takes about 100 days. Then the processed wafers 
are cut (diced) into many pieces, called dies.
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The process

Problems: Causes: 

Problems:  Causes: 
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Energy crisis
China is currently dealing with an acute energy shortage. In order to avoid 
endangering the nation‘s overall energy supply, energy-hungry factories 
are repeatedly forced to halt production.

Market volatility
The semiconductor market is highly volatile, which has lead to strong 
consolidation tendencies in recent years.  

Monopolization
Many raw materials and components are now only produced in substantial  
quantities by a single country or even by a single company.  Monopolized markets  
react much more sluggishly to change than markets with more competition.

The causes

The problems

Two-thirds of the world‘s raw silicon comes from China. Extraction of raw 
silicon is a very energy-intensive process.

The capital-intensive plants that perform the process are only profitable when 
operating continuously at full capacity. This has caused the number of produc-
ers to shrink dramatically over the years. Ultimately, only one major producer of 
global significance remains, acting as a contract manufacturer for all others.

Building new factories for wafer processing is not a short-term solution to 
supply bottlenecks. Even when everything runs smoothly, it takes several 
years to go from planning to commissioning of such a complex factory.
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The dies must then be tested, inserted into housings 
and equipped with terminals – then the semiconductor 
chips are ready for installation. This step typically takes 
place in Malaysia.

Most of the distributors for semiconductor chips 
are located in North America, so many products first 
travel to the USA before being transported further.

Numerous manufacturers of industrial electronics 
produce in Europe and can only manufacture their 
products if the production and transport of the 
semiconductor chips runs smoothly.
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The process

Problems:  Causes: 
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Pandemic I
The COVID-19 pandemic continues to close entire ports, preventing 
ships from loading and unloading their cargo. Delayed shipments wreak 
havoc on just-in-time supply chains that are optimized for efficiency.

The pressure of a global market
In today‘s highly competitive global markets, only companies who optimize 
their costs can survive. Over the years, the entire supply chain has been 
optimized according to just-in-time principles.

Pandemic II
After the initial economic slowdown came an unexpectedly strong upturn. 
With support from government initiatives, the pandemic has also caused 
a sudden shift toward digitalization. Demand for industrial electronics has 
increased substantially.

The causes

The problems

Global supply chains have gone off the rails. Airplanes and freight con-
tainers are running out of space, and shipping costs have skyrocketed.

With companies no longer holding excess inventory, there are no buffers to 
absorb delivery delays that go rippling through the supply chain.

There has been an unexpectedly sharp increase in demand for industrial elec-
tronics. But in order to produce more, manufacturers need more raw materials.
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The automotive industry is gearing up for a future dominated by electric vehicles. 
We sat down with B&R‘s electromobility expert, Ronny Guber, to learn about the 
important role batteries will play in that future – and what automation challeng-
es car manufacturers and their suppliers will need to master to come out ahead.

"Like a battery production 
superhighway"

Interview

Ideas & Insights24
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Advantages of track technology in battery production

 < Multiply productivity without multiplying footprint
 < Accelerate processing steps by 90% or more by performing them in motion
 < Replace 4 conventional lines with 1 high-speed line – a 75% reduction in floorspace

We‘re seeing more electric vehicles on the road every day. 
Is it safe to say the e-mobility trend is going strong?
Ronny Guber: Absolutely. The market share of electric vehi-
cles has continued to grow exponentially, even during the 
global downturn in overall car sales due to the pandemic. 
Current forecasts predict that by 2036, electric passenger 
vehicles will surpass internal combustion engine vehicles to 
make up the majority of all car sales worldwide.

What‘s driving that trend?
Guber: Consumers are increasingly motivated by sustain-
ability. Many people are ready to make their next car an 
electric one, and their decision hinges on two main factors: 
price and range. In other words: How much more do I have 
to pay for an electric car than a conventional one, and how 
far can I go before I need to start looking for a charging 
station. These happen to be two areas where batteries 
play a decisive role.

How so?
Guber: Batteries account for around a third of electric 
vehicle cost, so producing them efficiently will be crucial 
to making the price tags more attractive for consumers. 
And to improve vehicle range, you need to get the latest 
battery technology to market as quickly as possible, and 
you need to adhere to manufacturing tolerances and 
cleanroom conditions that are much more sensitive than 
for traditional car parts.

With electric vehicle sales growing exponentially, will 
battery production be able to keep up?
Guber: That‘s the million dollar question. And to a very large 
degree, the answer will come down to how well those facto-
ries are automated. To reach the necessary capacity and 
cost efficiency, battery producers will need to eliminate 
stop-and-go traffic between processing stations and 

achieve cycle times that are orders of magnitude faster 
than traditional automotive components. The plants will 
need to be a continuous blur of high-speed productivity – 
like a battery production superhighway.

And automation technology can make that possible?
Guber: Yes, that will be the central role of automation 
technology, and intelligent transport systems in particular. 
These systems allow you to keep the products on the 
track, so there is no time wasted on unnecessary handling. 
Production can flow continuously at full speed while pro-
cessing steps are accomplished in motion. And when you 
have lightning fast synchronization with other automation 
components along the track, you can get really dramatic 
reductions in processing time at each step.

Can you put that in numbers?
Guber: By combining a track system with machine vision, 
for example, you can identify cells in 50 milliseconds as 
they pass by at 4 meters per second – with no external 
triggers, lights or expensive cameras. That would nor-
mally take two full seconds with the product stopped, so 
it‘s a time savings of 97.5%. And there are many other 
steps in battery cell production, such as tape applica-
tion, where doing them in motion brings time reductions 
of up to 90% or more.

So, you increase overall productivity by speeding up the 
individual steps.
Guber: Exactly. Not to mention that you eliminate handoffs 
between transport systems – which would otherwise take 
nearly a minute for a set of ten cells. When you add up all 
those seconds and multiply it by the quantities we‘re 
talking about, it‘s an absolute game changer in terms of 
parts per minute. But the gains are not just in speed, but 
also in density and availability.
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Batteries play a decisive role in the price and range of electric vehicles – the two most influential factors for many consumers.
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"Automation technology will eliminate stop-and-go 
traffic and make battery factories a continuous blur 

of high-speed productivity."

Industry Segment Manager - E-mobility, B&R
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Follow Ronny on LinkedIn to 
stay up to date on all things 
e-mobility.

LinkedIn profile:
Ronny Guber

How so?
Guber: With an intelligent track system, you can arrange 
the production flow as a network of interconnected sta-
tions. That way, you can coordinate cycle times and have 
fewer stations with better utilization at each one. You can 
eliminate buffers and empty stretches of conveyor that 
take up space without adding value. By parallelizing slower 
stations, you can multiply productivity without multiplying 
the footprint. With a networked production flow, parts are 
rerouted automatically around a faulty station, so small in-
terruptions no longer have such an outsized impact on OEE 
the way they do with a traditional linear setup.

What does that mean for battery production?
Guber: With numbers like 7 times the output per line, we‘re 
seeing manufacturers replace four conventional lines with 
one high-speed line – that‘s a 75% reduction in floorspace. 
Or, to put it another way, if you have a factory that‘s two or 
three times as fast, it‘s basically like having two or three 
factories. Ultimately, what that means for battery produc-
tion is a really outstanding return on investment.

You also mentioned the importance of time to market, can 
automation technology help there as well?
Guber: Absolutely. Since we‘re talking about designing a 
whole new type of battery production system, it‘s especially 
important to have simulation-based development, testing 
and virtual commissioning tools. That way, you can compare 
layouts and forecast throughput long before any hardware 
is involved. The sooner you know what to expect, the better. 
Then you can move rapidly from conceptual design to de-
ploying an optimized system without risking expensive 
delays and redesigns.

And in terms of software development time?
Guber: When your goal is to ramp up production as quickly 
as possible, you need multiple development teams work-
ing in tandem. So it‘s of course a huge benefit to have a 
universal engineering environment that supports concur-

rent development. And if those developers are able to set 
up basic machine functions with out-of-the-box software 
components, they‘re able to focus their time and energy 
on implementing the processes that are unique to battery 
production.

Sounds like the automotive industry has quite an exciting 
road ahead.
Guber: That‘s for sure. And what we‘ve talked about so far 
has mainly focused on the production of individual battery 
cells. There will be even more opportunities for optimiza-
tion as cell production moves closer together with the as-
sembly of cells into packs and integration into the car. All 
signs say that‘s the way things are headed, and with B&R‘s 
full portfolio of perfectly integrated automation technolo-
gy, combined with robotics and automated guided vehicle 
expertise from our parent company ABB, we‘re ready to 
start making that future a reality today.

Thanks for your time!

Or write to us at: 
battery@br-automation.com
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Bauer has automated a unique research drill rig for exploring the seabed. It was made 
possible by B&R automation components that function reliably – even 2,500 meters 
below the surface of the ocean.

Good automation runs deep
Control performance under extreme conditions

B&R technology in action30
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Descending through the darkness, 
four plate-footed legs extend in 
preparation for contact with the land-
scape below and ensure the ten-ton 
apparatus comes to rest in a solid 
stance. A robotic drill extends to probe 
the layers of sediment and rock below.

What sounds like a landing on a distant 
planet is actually mission much closer 
to home, though the terrain is almost 
equally unexplored. It is a research drill 
rig taking samples from the ocean floor 
at depths of nearly 3,000 meters.

Destination: Seabed
The rig is called MeBo 200, and it is the 
result of a joint development project 
by MARUM – the Center for Marine En-
vironmental Sciences at the University 
of Bremen – and Bauer Maschinen 
GmbH. MeBo 200 is capable of working 
at depths of up to 2,500 meters, where 
it can drill 200 meters into the seabed. 
The core samples it obtains provide 
valuable insight into the sediment 
structure and geology of the seabed.
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MeBo 200 is mounted in a frame that fits nicely into a 20-
foot container and is carried by a research vessel to the 
location that is to be studied. When it arrives, the explorato-
ry drill rig is lowered to the seabed by 2,700 meters of 
steel-armored cable. The cable is MeBo 200‘s lifeline to the 
ship, supplying it with both power and control commands.

Modern automation technology
The first two MeBo generations were used successfully in 
research projects for many years. For commercial use 
around the world, Bauer wanted to make further improve-
ments and equip it with the following elements:

As its partner for upgrading the automation architecture, 
Bauer relied on B&R. "We‘ve been working successfully 
with B&R for a very long time, and have been using their 
technology in our deep drilling rigs for decades," says Bau-
er‘s Lothar Schirmel.

Performance under harsh conditions
In order to reliably collect data from the seabed and send 
it to the ship, kilometers above, MeBo 200 requires ex-
tremely resilient technology. "At 2,500 meters below sea 
level, conditions are extreme," says Schirmel, "so all the 
components used must be robust and reliable. That‘s why 
we chose B&R‘s X90 mobile control system, which easily 
withstands these extreme conditions." < State-of-the-art control technology

 < An extended communication network
 < Interfaces for external automation components
 < An updated diagnostics and maintenance system

Built to perform at a depth of 2,500 meters: The seabed exploration drill rig MeBo 200
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The X90 controllers are easy to adapt to different require-
ments using option modules. For the MeBo 200, they were 
configured as intelligent POWERLINK bus controllers with 
numerous integrated I/O connections. The POWERLINK pro-
tocol is transmitted on single-mode fiber cable via 
wave-division multiplexing media converters and convert-
ed back when it reaches the ship.

"Operating a reliably functioning real-time network under 
these extreme conditions is a major challenge,” says Schirmel. 
But together with B&R it was one Bauer was able to solve. 
“They provided expert guidance in the selection of convert-
ers, and they knew just how to tweak the network settings to 
get the initial communication interruptions under control. 

That‘s exactly what you want from an automation partner."

Software updates on deck
The integrated Ethernet interfaces on the X90 controllers are 
accessible from the ship‘s deck via fiber optics. "That‘s key, 
because it allows us to update the software on the rig without 
having to bring it up to the surface or open the pressure vessel 
to access the controllers," Schirmel points out.

Electrical signals into the pressure vessel are secured 
with special plug-in connectors able to withstand up to 
400 bar of pressure. In this way, nearly 100 proportional 
valves, absolute encoders, displacement sensors and 
more are connected to the I/Os on the X90 devices.

The X90 mobile controllers are housed in sealed pressure vessels that protect the electronics from seawater.
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Benefits of the new MeBo generation

 < Industrial quality
 < Powerful, open architecture
 < Comprehensive connectivity
 < Consistent data management and seamless data storage

A water-cooled winch is used to wind and unwind the 35.5 mm steel-armored cable. 
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A water-cooled winch is used to wind and unwind the 35.5 mm steel-armored cable. 
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All at a glance
The drilling unit is controlled from a 
container on the deck of the research 
vessel. The completely revamped oper-
ator station features a seat with joy-
stick controls mounted on the arm-
rests, like you would find in the cab of a 
tractor or crane. Additional controls are 
found on three 19-inch touchscreen 
monitors, which Bauer selected from 
B&R‘s Automation Panel 5000 series.

The three panels display all the im-
portant information needed to control 
the MeBo 200 drilling rig and other 
auxiliary equipment. Above them, two 
more monitors display live video from 
eight underwater cameras, so the op-
erators can keep a close eye on the 
largely manual drilling process.

All the data comes together in the B&R 
APROL process control system, which 
runs on two redundant Automation PC 
910 units. Three more industrial PCs 
from the Automation PC 3100 series 
are used as remote HMI servers.

"We‘ve been using APROL as a power-
ful HMI, data acquisition and data 
management solution in our oil and 
gas deep drilling rigs since 2005," 
Schirmel explains. "A key element is 
the high-performance data storage 
and long-term archiving that APROL 
offers. That includes the Trend Viewer, 
which lets us visualize the recorded 
data and analyze error causes."
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Progressive commissioning
Bauer‘s control solution runs on a PLC from the B&R X20 
system. With control and HMI running separately, they are 
able to start up, test and operate the drilling rig and auxil-
iary units progressively, even without an APROL server.

Bauer also uses the X20 system to integrate a variety of 
auxiliary units. These include a hydraulic power unit, a ra-
dio remote control for deck-based operation of the MeBo 
200 and the power center with transformers for the drilling 
rig‘s high-voltage supply.

Simple connection of 3rd-party components
"Some of the auxiliary units are bought-in parts," 
Schirmel says. "For those, we have no say in what 
fieldbus is used. That‘s why we really appreciate that 
B&R offers interfaces and libraries for all common 
fieldbuses." That made it easy for Schirmel and his 
team to connect the remote control receiver, the joy-
sticks and the associated control panel.

"The flexibility and consistency of everything in the 
B&R world allows us to seamlessly capture all the nec-
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essary data and transfer it to the HMI and data man-
agement systems without having to define or imple-
ment all the different interfaces ourselves," praises 
Schirmel. "Together with the openness and size of the 

Lothar Schirmel
Group Manager - Electronics, Automation & Controls for Maritime Technologies and Water Energy Mining Activities, 
Bauer Maschinen GmbH

"They provided expert guidance in the selection of converters and knew just how to tweak the network settings to 
get the initial communication interruptions under control. That‘s exactly what you want from an automation partner."

product portfolio, those are the reasons we rely on 
B&R as an automation partner – especially for particu-
larly large or unique automation projects like our new 
offshore applications."
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Well centered
Mobile automation

If a plow‘s center of pull is not adjusted properly, the tractor will pull in one direction and 
lose forward tractive power. Together with B&R, a group of students at a technical college 
in Austria have created a unique solution for this problem: an electronic control system 
that enables the center of pull to be controlled either manually or automatically. The 
system reduces mechanical wear while also going easy on the soil.
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This way to the video
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How can mixing and dosing systems become more modular, connected 
and easier to operate? Reinhardt-Technik has found the answer to this 
question in an automation solution from B&R.

Retrofit for the future
Plastics processing
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Reinhardt-Technik revolutionized the 
world of liquid silicone dosing with 
the launch of its LSR eTwin series 
nearly a decade ago. The LSR eTwin 
was truly unique on the market at the 
time, and to this day it remains one of 
the most innovative machines around. 
"But, even the best machines need to 
be optimized for new market require-
ments," says Jens Dickel, key technol-
ogy manager LSR at Reinhardt-Technik.

In close cooperation with manufactur-
ers of injection molding machines, LSR 
processing companies and material 
manufacturers, Reinhardt-Technik 
compiled an extensive list of require-
ments and developed a new genera-
tion of machines to fulfill them. "For 
our new eTwin Connect, we decided to 
keep the robust and precise process 
technology with electrically driven 
piston pumps," says Dickel. The rest of 
the machine was fully modernized.
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"A modernization project like this can be very time-con-
suming and requires a lot of resources," says Dickel. 
Therefore, Reinhardt-Technik was looking for a partner 
who would be able to support the project in all areas – 
from I/O and drives to HMI and connectivity. "B&R proved to 
be exactly the partner we were looking for," says Dickel.

50% time savings with sample projects
"In order to speed up the development process, we used 
sample projects from B&R. That cut our programming time in 
half," says Marcus Naber, programmer at Reinhardt-Technik. 
What‘s decisive here is that the existing code as well as 
structures and programming principles can be transferred 
to other projects.

For the new recipe management system, design decisions 
made in the past meant that only about 30% of the sample 
code could be applied. "Even so," says Naber, "without 
B&R‘s sample projects, implementation would have taken 
at least twice, if not three times as long."

Retrofit at any time
It wasn‘t only during development that B&R technology al-
lowed more efficient use of available resources. Thanks to 
the modular design of the machine, Reinhardt-Technik 
was able to develop numerous configuration options for 
the LSR eTwin Connect that can be retrofitted at any time.
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Since all the options are already included in the software 
project, Reinhardt-Technik is able to do that without any 
programming or extensive logistics overhead. Instead, they 
can simply enable the retrofitted option. "All you need is a 
USB flash drive with the corresponding configuration file," 
says Naber. An integrated function allows users to backup 
or restore the configuration of their machines as well as 
independently upload and enable the new configuration.

OPC UA for easy data binding
In addition to modularity, connectivity was another priority 
of the modernization project. Reinhardt-Technik has inte-
grated the OPC UA companion specification EUROMAP 82.3 
into the LSR eTwin Connect, making it possible to connect 
injection molding machines without any additional effort.

EUROMAP 82.3 was specially defined for the safe integra-
tion of LSR dosing machines into the control system of the 
injection molding machine. Relevant parameters such as 
material pressure, coloring and additive settings and re-
maining run times can thus be transferred transparently 
and easily to the higher-level control system.

Requirements of the LSR eTwin Connect

 < Modular design
 < Easy retrofit
 < Industry 4.0 ready, including OPC UA
 < Intuitive operation
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Web-based HMI with mapp View
To make operation of the LSR eTwin Connect as simple as 
possible, Reinhardt-Technik decided on an HTML5-based 
solution. "Since the HMI application should not only simpli-
fy operation but also be future-proof, it quickly became 
clear that HTML5 was the right choice. B&R‘s mapp View 
software proved to be the perfect solution for this," ex-
plains Naber.

mapp View makes it easy to create intuitive web-based 
HMI pages without having to deal with web technologies 
themselves. These technologies are encapsulated in wid-
gets, which are simply dragged and dropped into place and 
configured. "The wide range of available mapp View wid-
gets made it possible to quickly and easily set up user in-
terfaces. This was one of the main reasons why we went 
for this B&R solution," says Naber.

All at a glance
For the new HMI application of the LSR eTwin Connect, 
Reinhardt-Technik installed a 15.6" operating panel from 
B&R in the machine, nearly tripling the screen size. The 
generous touch screen with its central operating ele-
ments blends seamlessly into the machine‘s appealing 
industrial design.

Maximum flexibility with B&R
"B&R proved to be the perfect partner for our project. The 
B&R technology package offers us maximum flexibility. It 
allows us to handle all types of plants, from those with 
basic functionality to those with a high level of digitiza-
tion and connectivity, without costs getting out of con-
trol. This is a key factor for long-term success, especial-
ly in series production and in price-sensitive markets," 
says Dickel.
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"B&R proved to be the perfect partner for our 
project. Their technology package offers us 

maximum flexibility."

Jens Dickel
Key Technology Manager, Reinhardt-Technik
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Machine builders and plant operators have one major common goal: to make manufacturing 
more digital and flexible. To reach this goal, the manufacturing industry relies on research in-
stitutions such as the Graz University of Technology in Austria. At the renowned university‘s 
Smart Factory testbed, everything revolves around agile and secure manufacturing solutions. 
We sat down with project manager Rudolf Pichler to learn how his testbed contributes to the 
implementation of smart factory solutions and how manufacturing companies benefit from the 
knowledge that is gained there.

"Massively reduce 
the footprint"

Smart factory testbed
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The Smart Factory officially opened in April 2021. How does 
a testbed factory benefit manufacturers?
Rudolf Pichler: The Smart Factory brings state-of-the-art 
mechanical equipment for manufacturing and assembly 
together with the most advanced IT products. That lets us 
explore new solutions for Industry 4.0 in a realistic factory 
environment with a focus on improving agility and security. 
We also open up our Smart Factory to companies as a sort 
of test lab where they can do their own research on disrup-
tive manufacturing technologies.

In other words, the Smart Factory functions like a normal 
industrial plant?
Pichler: Exactly. We have an end-to-end value chain and 
manufacture a multi-part industrial product. After manufac-
turing, our product is transported to various stations, such as 

washing, measuring and assembly. We‘ve even integrated a 
test bench. The real highlight of the whole thing, though, is 
that we‘ve connected the different process stations as flexibly 
as possible and made the entire manufacturing process ex-
tremely smart. We‘ve been able to demonstrate, for example, 
how robots, machines and CNC tools can be interconnected 
and work in perfect harmony.

How did you manage that?
Pichler: As I mentioned, we have a strong focus on agility, 
so we needed a flexible solution for our processes. In the 
end, we decided to install all of our applications – like our 
pneumatic-electric press or robot, for example – on mobile 
workstations. We wanted each station to be capable of 
working fully autonomously and self-sufficient from an en-
ergy standpoint. And, regardless of what manufacturer they 
come from, all the machines are networked together. The 
last step was to find a way to connect the workstations and 
transport the product between them.

And what was the solution?
Pichler: One of our 20 industrial partners, B&R, had a re-
ally fascinating proposal: the flexible and intelligent 
ACOPOStrak system.

How is a track system different from a conventional solution?
Pichler: ACOPOStrak allows parts and products to be trans-
ported quickly and flexibly from station to station on inde-
pendently controlled shuttles. So that answered our ques-
tion of how to handle intralogistics. But, ACOPOStrak does 
more than just move products around. It addresses some of 
the most pressing concerns of modern manufacturing: the 
demand for smaller batch sizes and greater flexibility.

How does it do that?
Pichler: For one thing, ACOPOStrak gives you absolute free-
dom in terms of layout. There are a variety of straight and 
curved segments that you can arrange as needed. That en-
abled us to choose the shortest route for product transport 
and massively reduce the footprint of the entire system. 
B&R‘s track system also dramatically increases productivi-
ty, because you can implement high-speed diverters to di-
vide and merge the flow of products at full speed. 

"We also open the Smart Factory to companies as a test lab where 
they can do their own research," says project manager Rudolf Pichler.
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Fundamentally, ACOPOStrak is just an extremely flexible solu-
tion that adapts to new products very quickly. That‘s key for 
us, because it makes it easy to rearrange the workstations 
for a new product and connect them to the track at any time.

Are there any other B&R products used in the Smart Factory?
Pichler: We also use B&R‘s machine vision system and ring-
light. And of course B&R PLCs – which you‘ll find in our 
gearbox test bench, for example. One of our labwork proj-
ects addresses the topic of retrofitting, and we use B&R 
hardware and software there as well. The B&R system is 
particularly helpful for integrating sensor technology from 
older machines into our overall system. B&R also supports 

the platform-independent communication protocol OPC UA. 
That‘s important, because it allows us to easily connect 
products from different manufacturers.

Development of the testbed factory has been going on for 
several years now. What have been the biggest challenges?
Pichler: Oh, we‘ve certainly had a lot of very interesting chal-
lenges. What was important at the beginning was to find a 
concept that was unique. There are other testbed factories 
around, and we wanted ours to stand out. That‘s why we set 
a special focus on agility and data security. And, considering 
the sums involved, another challenge early on was finding 
industry partners who were willing to invest in the project.

"ACOPOStrak enabled us to choose the 
shortest route for product transport 

and massively reduce the footprint of 
the entire system."

Rudolf Pichler, Project Manager - Smart Factory
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And after that?
Pichler: Once we had the concept and the financing figured 
out, the next step was finding qualified personnel to partic-
ipate in our innovative endeavor. That‘s always a challenge 
for universities, but in the end we were successful. Another 
issue we faced was taking the myriad of ideas we had for 
the Smart Factory and combining them into a cohesive 
whole – a complete manufacturing system. To demonstrate 
digitalization concepts, we needed an IT network to join all 
the different stations. And we had a lot of different equip-
ment speaking a variety of different languages. With put a 
lot of work into that, together with our industry partners, 
and arrived at a very good solution.

What‘s your vision for the Smart Factory going forward – 
any concrete plans for new technology in the near future?
Pichler: Our testbed factory thrives on innovation, so it will 
surely continue to evolve. One thing that will remain is our 
core focus on agility and secure connectivity – and that 
focus will intensify in the future. It has always been a prior-
ity of mine to have a good mix of technologies from differ-
ent manufacturers. After all, a large factory in the real world 
isn‘t all B&R components either. If I had one wish for the 
future, it would be for more and more companies to come 
take advantage of the infrastructure we‘ve created. We‘re 
excited to host and participate in the developments that 
shape the future of manufacturing.

Thanks for your time!
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Smart Factory – A testbed for secure, agile manufacturing solutions

On 300 m² of space, the realistic testbed factory covers all stages of the discrete manufacturing value chain, from 
engineering to final assembly. It demonstrates perfect coordination between modular units, integration of IT and 
OT, and the advantages of digitalized manufacturing – all in the form of a modern, IT-supported, batch-size-one 
manufacturing system with state-of-the-art data management. The Smart Factory is both an educational center 
and a testing environment for industrial companies.

In the Industry 4.0 solutions evaluated at the Smart Factory testbed, B&R‘s flexible and intelligent ACOPOStrak transport system plays a central role.

Photo: Graz University of Technology 
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Step-by-step:

Your intelligent ACOPOStrak transport system can be uniquely tailored to your space and processes. 
In this series of tutorial videos, we explain how to get there step by step – from assembling and 
aligning the individual track segments to commissioning and maintenance of the finished track. 
Have a look and see just how easy setting up an ACOPOStrak system can be.

1

Basic preparations and first 
assembly steps

2

Mounting the motor segments

3

Aligning the assembled 
components

Easy ACOPOStrak assembly
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4

Setting up an ACOPOStrak 
diverter system

6

Replacing the segments

5

Shuttle wheel replacement

This way to the ACOPOStrak tutorials 
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Eye-catching accuracy
Foil stamping
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Colorful, shiny or metallic design highlights help cosmetics packaging stand 
out on crowded store shelves. They also help strengthen a brand‘s image 
and build customer loyalty. Known in the packaging world as high-visibility 
enhancements, these eye-catching elements are typically applied using a 
process called hot foil stamping.
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With nearly 30 years of experience designing and manufac-
turing hot foil stamping machines, Technoshell maintains 
its competitive edge through early adoption of the latest 
technology advancements. Seventeen years of collabora-
tion with B&R have helped the company continually push 
the boundaries of the traditional hot foil stamping process.

First impressions for competitive edge
"First impressions are very important in the cosmetics in-
dustry," says Technoshell‘s technical director, Nikhil 
Baste, "so companies put a lot of effort into how their 
products are packaged." At the same time, manufacturers 
are under pressure to make their cosmetics packaging 

lines more and more efficient. For its new hot foil stamping 
machine, the TSMglitter-60, Technoshell was therefore 
looking for a way to boost machine output while solving 
the accuracy challenges associated with stamping the 
curved surface of tube packaging.

Precision in every direction
The process of hot foil stamping transfers colorful, shiny or 
metallic design elements from a carrier film onto products 
or packaging using heat and pressure. Even when the dec-
orative foil is being applied to a flat surface, high-quality 
results rely on precise alignment of the foil, die and prod-
ucts. When the surface of the product is curved, like the 

The machine vision camera compares what it sees against a previously learned image to fine-tune the alignment of foil, stamping die and product.
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This way to the video

This is integrated automation:
 

 < Fewer components, smaller footprint
 < 20% higher output, 40% higher accuracy
 < One network, one engineering tool

tubes used for many cosmetic products, positioning preci-
sion becomes even more challenging.

To guarantee accuracy in both the radial dimension (paral-
lel to tube rotation) and the axial dimension (perpendicu-
lar to it), Technoshell needed to accurately detect regis-
tration in both dimensions. And to achieve the high 
throughput they were after, that would need to be tightly 
synchronized with motion control axes at very high speeds.

Machine vision for unmatched accuracy
Together with B&R, Technoshell solved these challenges by 
creating one of the world‘s first hot foil stamping machines 

to offer a machine vision solution that is fully integrated 
with the machine‘s PLC and HMI systems. "The tight integra-
tion makes it easy to synchronize the machine and camera 
very effectively," explains Baste.
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Along with other parameters, the B&R machine vision sys-
tem identifies the position of the tube in both the axial 
and radial dimensions and compares the data against a 
previously learned image. A matching score is calculated 
and used to compensate the position of the tube for im-
proved stamping accuracy. The B&R camera‘s integrated 
lighting is able to illuminate each tube in the color that 
maximizes contrast for reliable detection.

Fewer components, smaller footprint
B&R‘s ACOPOS P3 servo drives allow Technoshell to im-
plement the positioning control in only a third of the 
cabinet space, and a Panel PC 3100 combines PC and HMI 
in a single device. "We were able to reduce the number of 
automation components and minimize both footprint and 
cost," says Baste. "And since all the automation compo-
nents are connected on a single, high-speed POWERLINK 
network, the TSMglitter-60 is able to operate in perfect 
synchronization."

He also notes that Technoshell‘s engineers were able to 
implement the vision solution right along with the rest of 
the software in the familiar environment of B&R‘s Automa-
tion Studio. "Having a single tool for all aspects of automa-
tion – from engineering and version management to com-
missioning and diagnostics – is one of the highlights we 
always enjoy in having B&R as our automation partner."

Nikhil Baste, 
Technical Director, Technoshell Automations Pvt. Ltd.

"Our TSMglitter-60 achieves an unmatched combination of price and accuracy. It offers 
40% greater stamping accuracy and 20% higher output than its predecessor, thanks 
to integrated machine vision technology from B&R."

Partners in innovation
With the B&R machine vision solution, the new hot foil 
stamper had no trouble hitting its target speed of 60 tubes 
per minute and delivering an accuracy of ±0.1 mm axially and 
±0.15 mm radially. "The TSMglitter-60 achieves a combination 
of price and accuracy that is unmatched anywhere in the 
world," Baste says proudly. "It offers 40% greater stamping 
accuracy and 20% higher output than its predecessor – 
thanks to integrated machine vision technology from B&R."

When it comes to solving the industry‘s demands for im-
proved precision, productivity, availability and easy main-
tenance, Baste credits the long partnership with B&R that 
allows them to benefit from the latest advancements in 
automation. "Thanks to the world-class training that B&R 
offers, our engineers are able to implement new technolo-
gies like machine vision very effectively," Baste notes. "It‘s 
always inspiring to be on the leading edge, and we have a 
lot of very interesting ideas for new projects with the B&R 
team in the future." 
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One of the world‘s first hot foil stamping machines to fully integrate machine vision with its PLC and HMI systems: the TSMglitter-60 achieves 
40% greater stamping accuracy and 20% higher output than its predecessor.
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Three closing questions
for machine vision expert Andreas Waldl

Deep learning is currently the hot topic in the machine vision world. Do you think it will fundamentally change the field?
Andreas Waldl: Deep learning is a fascinating technology that has made great progress in recent years. Neural networks and 
inference modules are getting more sophisticated and powerful and are delivering better and better results. In the future, 
we‘ll use deep learning – both in the cloud and directly on edge devices – to do a lot of things with machine vision that have 
never been possible before.

So it will take over the job of today‘s image processing algorithms?
Waldl: Deep learning is great when you need to recognize things that can‘t be predicted in advance. The classic example is 
detecting defects and anomalies. But: Whenever you have a task that can be described in mathematical terms – like "Is the 
object exactly 5.3 cm long?" – then classical algorithms are more reliable. The two approaches are complementary and will 
coexist. And, for many machine vision tasks, it will even be a combination of the two that delivers the best results.

Does this represent the full potential of deep learning, or is there more to come?
Waldl: Oh, there‘s still a lot more to come. For example, we‘re starting to see solutions that allow neural networks to 
keep learning and improving as they work. Another exciting area being explored is called multimodal deep learning. On 
the one hand, we have a variety of two-dimensional and multidimensional sensor data, even extending beyond the 
visible spectrum. On the other, we have rule-based analysis and multidimensional neural networks. As we develop ways 
to integrate all these data sources and evaluation techniques, we‘ll open up machine vision to a much wider range of 
potential applications in the future.
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Curious to see more solutions 
in action?

This way to B&R‘s YouTube channel



B&R
Industrial Automation GmbH

B&R Straße 1
5142 Eggelsberg, Austria

t +43 7748 6586-0
f +43 7748 6586-26

office@br-automation.com
www.br-automation.com

Ihr Ansprechpartner vor Ort
www.br-automation.com/kontakt
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